
regular cup cup cut to 1/2” tall

flat piece of cardboard

CURIOSITY AT HOME
LAVA LAYERS

Show us how you’re being curious! Share your results with us.

@pacsci

Did you know we have 5 major volcanoes here in Washington? 
They are Mount St. Helens, Mount Rainier, Glacier Peak,  
Mount Baker, and Mount Adams. They have been around for 
thousands to millions of years! Each time volcanoes erupt, 
ash, lava and other rocks can be deposited on the volcano. 
Each new eruption can stack on top of the previous ones.  
The way these layers flow and cool tell us a story of the 
Earth’s past. Studying these layers is called stratigraphy.  
In this activity become a geologist, build a model volcano,  
and create your own lava layers! 

 MATERIALS 

• Regular cup

• Paper cup, cut to approximately 1/2” (2 cm) tall

• Cardboard box, flattened about 18” x18” (45x 45 cm)
 OR a pie pan, deep paper plate, or box lid
 NOTE: If using the pie plate or pan, cover with  
 tin foil, making sure there are no gaps

• Tape or glue

• Teaspoon

• Baking soda

• Vinegar

• Playdough or clay: red, yellow, green, blue

• Don’t have playdough? Follow NASA’s at-home recipe!  
  https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/pdfs/volcano_resource.pdf

• Paper or cloth towels

• Crayons or colored pencils: red, yellow, green, blue

• Your science notebook or a piece of paper to record data

• Optional: red, yellow, green, and blue food coloring

Experiment continued on next page...
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Optional:  
Place 3–4 drops 
of food coloring  
in the cup to see  
lava flow better.
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PROCEDURE
• Set Up: In your science notebook, place the cut paper cup 
 in the center of the paper and trace around it with a pencil.  
 You should have a circle in the middle of your paper. 

• Move the cut paper cup to the center of the cardboard,  
 open side up. Secure it to the base using tape or glue.  

• Once secure, trace around the bottom of the cup with  
 a pencil. Write north, south, east, and west on the  
 cardboard and on your paper. 

• Experiment: Place two teaspoons of baking soda in  
 the cut paper cup.

• Measure out 3 teaspoons of vinegar into a second  
 cup. Then slowly pour the vinegar into the cut paper  
 cup. Watch as the volcano erupts and lava flows out!

• When the lava stops flowing, quickly draw around  
 the entire edge of the liquid with a pencil. Then wipe  
 up the liquid with the towel.

• Choose one color of playdough and place it inside 
 the  space you just traced, pressing it down into place.  
 The playdough now covers where the lava flowed. 
 Make the layer of playdough about one finger thick.

• In your science notebook, draw a birds-eye view of  
 the  lava flow. Color in your drawing using the same  
 color as the playdough. Your drawing should match  
 what you see on the cardboard. 

• Repeat the Experiment steps three or more times,  
 using a different food coloring and playdough color.  
 When you are finished, you will have four colors of  
 lava on the cardboard and in your science notebook.  
 Each represents a different eruption.

• NOTE: Before you do the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, eruptions,  
 predict where the lava will flow. Write your prediction  
 in your notebook. Did the lava flow match your prediction?  
 Why do you think? Observe how the first playdough  
 lava layer affects the flow of the second eruption.

• TIP: To keep track of the different layers in your  
 notebook, you may want to make a key so you  
 can remember which color you used first!  

• FOR EXAMPLE: Layer 1 = green; Layer 2 = red, etc.

Experiment continued on next page...
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TRY THIS 
One technique geologists use to learn more about the history of  
a volcano is core sampling. Core samples are cylindrical sections  
that show us different layers beneath the Earth’s surface. We get  
core samples by drilling into lava flows using a special drill that  
pulls up a small sample of the unseen layers of earth underneath  
us. Let’s take core samples from our volcano and see what we  
can learn!

 MATERIALS 

• 4 straws cut into 4” (10 cm) pieces

• Toothpicks

PROCEDURE
• We are going to take four core samples. Decide which four places  
 on your volcano you want to “drill.” Number these spots in your  
 science notebook on your lava layers drawing (see image below).

• Stick one straw into the playdough at each location. Slowly 
 pull the straw out. Use the toothpick to carefully push the   
 playdough out.

• In your science notebook, sketch the side view of the core   
 sample. What do you observe? 

DID YOU KNOW
When a new volcanic eruption occurs, the older lava flows are 
covered, or partially covered, by younger lava flows. As more 
eruptions occur, the flows build up over time. These layers provide 
us with a geologic timeline of the volcano’s eruption history, with 
the oldest layers on the bottom and youngest layers on the top. 
Where the lava flows go can be affected by the features of the 
previous layer, including the overall slope of land around the volcano, 
landforms such as cliffs or craters, the direction of the eruption blast, 
location of previous lava flows, and the size of the eruption. 

Lava flows are major features on most large planetary bodies in 
space. In our solar system, Mars has the tallest volcano that we 
know of, Olympus Mons. It would cover nearly the entire state of 
Washington! Venus is known to have over 1,000 volcanoes on its 
surface. To learn more about volcanoes in space, check out  
NASA’s Space Place and explore more!  
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/volcanoes/en/#
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K–2 GRADE EXPLORATION  
Here are some questions you can explore together:

• Did each lava flows always follow the same path?

• Can you still see the original land surface (cardboard)?  
 Where? Why do you think that is? 

• Make up a story based on these lava flows. How did they happen?  
 How long did they last? How far apart were the blasts? How did they 
 change the land? Did they make hills, mountains, or deep valleys?  
 Tell someone you live with your story! 

• Imagine a volcano has erupted in your living room and lava is flowing  
 out! Mark what areas of the room the lava flowed to, and other  
 areas that are safe. Try to move around the room and do not touch  
 the lava! 

CURIOSITY AT HOME
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3–5 GRADE EXPLORATION 
Explore the following questions and write your observations in your  
science notebook. 

• Lava layers can give us a timeline of geologic events. Looking at your   
 model volcano, which is the oldest layer? Which is the newest layer?  
 How do you know?
• If you had not watched the eruptions, how could you figure out that there  
 are many different layers of lava? 

• Make a vertical cut in an area of the overlapping playdough lava layers  
 so the inside is exposed. Draw in your science journal what you see in  
 that vertical cut. Color your sketch and add labels to the layers such as  
 “oldest lava flow” and “youngest lava flow”.

• There are many other features surrounding volcanoes, like river valleys,  
 roads, and earthquake exposures. Using a plastic utensil or a ruler, choose 
 one of the following to add to your volcano model. Record on your map  
 where you placed these features.

  - River valley: Cut a large “V” shape in the playdough on one side of the  
   volcano, with the wide part of the “V” facing downhill.

  - A road: Cut and remove a strip about 1cm (1/3 inch) wide and as deep  
   as you would like.

  - An earthquake exposure: Make a single cut anywhere on the volcano. 
   Then lift up or drop one side of the cut playdough. You may need  
   some extra support for the layers.

  - What do you notice about your model volcano now? How could these  
   new features affect future lava flows? 

• How would bigger eruptions change the lava layers? Let’s test it out! We  
 are going to repeat the experiment but this time, we are going to leave the  
 size of the eruption up to chance. For this you will need a coin.

PROCEDURE
• Repeat the experiment from the first page up until the vinegar part.  

• Before pouring in the vinegar, flip the coin. The side of the coin that you  
 land on will decide the number of “eruptions” that occurs at that site.

• If you land on heads, pour 4 teaspoons of vinegar into the cup.  
 If you land on tails, pour 6 teaspoons of vinegar into the cup.

• Then follow the rest of the steps from the original experiment. 

• How did this experiment differ from your first one? 

• Take core samples and compare them to the samples from your  
 first experiment. What do you notice?

CURIOSITY AT HOME
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6–8 GRADE EXPLORATION 
Explore the following questions and write your observations in your  
science notebook.  

• How is your model volcano different from real volcanoes? How is it similar  
 to real volcanoes? 

• What factors influence the direction of lava flows? 

• If you had not watched the eruptions, how would you know that there are    
 many different layers of lava? 

• There are many other features surrounding volcanoes, like river valleys,    
 roads, and earthquake exposures. Using a plastic utensil or a ruler, choose    
 one of the following to add to your volcano model. Record on your map    
 where these went.

  - River valley: Cut a “V” shape in the side of the volcano, with the wide    
   part of the “V” facing downhill.

  - A road: Cut and remove a strip about 1 cm wide and as deep as you like.   

  - An earthquake exposure: Make a single cut anywhere on the volcano. 
   Then lift up or drop one side of the cut playdough. You may need  
   some extra support for the layers.

  - What do you notice about your model volcano now? How could these  
   new features affect future lava flows?

• There are many planets and moons in our solar system that have volcanoes.  
 The atmospheres on those planets are very different than ours on Earth.  
 How do you think this would affect the eruption and lava flows of the volcanoes?  
 How would they be different than on Earth? How would they be similar? 

• Would it be harder to map the lava flows of Mars? Why? Brainstorm some ways  
 we can study lava flows on other planets from Earth. 

• How would bigger eruptions change the lava layers? Let’s test it out! We are going  
 torepeat the above experiment but this time, we are going to leave the size of the  
 eruption up to chance. For this you will need a six-sided die. 

• Repeat the experiment from the first page up until the vinegar part.  

• Before pouring in the vinegar, roll the 6 sided die. The number that you roll will be  
 the number of “eruptions” that occurs at that site. For each number you roll, pour  
 two teaspoons of vinegar into the cup.

  - For example, if you roll a 3, pour six teaspoons of vinegar into the cup.  

  - If you roll a 1, put 2 teaspoons of vinegar in the cup.

• Then follow the rest of the steps from the original experiment. 

• How did this experiment differ from your first? 

• Take core samples and compare them to the samples from your first experiment.  
 What do you notice?
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